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Abstract 
Determining right model of business process from event log is the purpose of process discovery. 

However some problems i.e the inability to discover OR, noise and event log incompleteness are 
emmerged while determining right model of business process. First, OR relation is often discovered as 
AND relation. Second, noise problem is occured when there are truncated and low frequency traces in 
event log. Thus control-flow pattern is used to solve issues of same noise relation frequency hence it 
discovers relation based on transaction function of activity. Consequently, it can refine non noise relation in 
business process model. Third, incompleteness leads to incorrect discovery of parallel process model; 
therefore we used Timed-based Process Mining which utilized non-linear dependence to solve the 
incompleteness. Finally this paper proposed combination of Timed-based Process Mining and control-flow 
pattern to discover OR and handle same frequency noise and incompleteness. From the experiment in 
section 3, this proposed method manages to get right process model from event log. 
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1. Introduction 

Determining model of business process from event log is the main purpose of process 
discovery. Process discovery is a challenging task in process mining. It is a set of techniques 
which automatically construct a model of an organization`s current activities and its major 
activities variations. These techniques use event log of activities within an organization. The 
business process model is analyzed to show the complexity of issues in activities and how to 
solve them. These issues exist in any field, e.g. business [1], environment [2, 3] smartphone [4], 
and fraud [5].  

Process discovery comes up with many algorithms, e.g. alpha, alpha+, alpha++ [6]. The 
alpha, alpha+, and alpha++ cannot deal with noise, incompleteness issues and OR conditional. 
Heuristic miner algorithms [7, 9] come up to solve the noise problem. However, most of the 
algorithms are unable to find OR conditional model. The existing algorithm frequently discovers 
the OR conditional as AND parallel or XOR conditional. The thought of parallel model discovery 
will change the result of activities [8].  When “wait and see” behavior model synchronization is 
occured, it needs OR parallel to model the parallel split and join. The “wait and see” behavior 
model synchronization occured when the actor can choose only one activity, all activity, or more 
than one activity in parallel split and join. In this paper we proposed ideas to discover OR 
conditional within business process model. 

One of important things from process mining is the idea of completeness which is related 
to noise. Incompleteness leads to false parallel relations discovery, e.g the discovered parallel 
relation is XOR but the right parallel relation in business process is OR. The new representation 
of OR-split uses combination the existing XOR-split and AND-split to make the model easier to 
be analyzed [13]. In other hand temporal activity-based algorithm [8] and control-flow pattern 
can handle discovery of business process model with incompleteness and same frequency 
noise issues. Non-linear dependence in temporal activity-based algorithm is used to solve 
incompleteness problem since it can discover more relation than linear dependence. Control-
flow pattern is used to solve same amounts of noise frequency issues because it discovers 
relation based on transaction function of activity, therefore it can choose non noise relation in 
business process model. 
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2. Research Method 
In Figure 1 we describe the proposed method to discover the right model in business 

process. One of the methods used in this research is modified temporal activity-based 
algorithm. Temporal activity-based algorithm is modified to discover conditional OR and 
overcome noise and incompleteness. The modification is done by using non-linear dependence 
to deal with incompleteness and modifiying parallel relation to distinguish parallel AND and 
conditional OR. The non-linear dependence utilizes double timestamped event log to discover 
sequence and concurrent relation in a case in event log; whereas linear dependence utilizes 
single timestamped event log to discover only sequence relation in a case in event log [8]. 
Finally the discovered model can be matched with formal control-flow pattern existed in real 
business process model. In Figure 1 we explained analytical steps of proposed method. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Flow chart of proposed method 
 
 

2.1. Modification Timed-based Process Mining Algorithm 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Modification Timed-based Process Mining Algorithm 
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The Timed-based Process Mining algorithm is introduced by Rizka et. al. [8]. The 
algorithm is created based on several definitions to note the relation between activities in event 
log e.g before and meets, overlaps, contains, is-finished-by, equals, and starts [8]. However, the 
algorithm can not distinguish OR or AND relations. Thus the algorithm is modified by adding a 
step to distinguish OR and AND relations (shown in step 4-8). The modification algorithm is 
written in Figure 2. 
 
2.2. Control-flow Patterns 

In business process models there are often used process forms which are called 
Control-flow patterns. There are 20 patterns available for used in multi model diagram based on 
Aalst paper [10]. Those patterns are too abstract for practical use in business process 
modelling, thus we tried to formalize the patterns usage in two steps, Top Level Abstraction and 
Low Level Execution. Top Level Abstraction defines business process model in multi 
organizations platform while Low Level Abstraction is used to discover the real activities 
performed inside an organization. 

 
2.2.1. Top Level Abstraction 

In real life application event-logs of a complete business process hardly can be found in 
one database. Each embroiled organization keeps their own data in separate databases to 
ensure data security. Thus to obtain a complete viewpoint in business process model we need 
to define the form of partnership between organizations participated in business process.The 
definition of partnership form between organization is called Top Level Abstraction. It is only 
explained the framework of a business process but not necessarily explained the activities 
which are executed by a certain organization. Pseudocode for Top Level Abstraction is listed in 
Figure 3. 

There are four types of partnership which is regularly applied in multi-organization 
business process: 

a. Consecutive Partnership 
b. Substitutive Partnership 
c. Complementory Partnership 
d. Subprocess Partnership 

Pseudocode Rule Defining Top Level Abstraction is explained in Figure 3. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Rule of Top Level Abstraction 
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2.2.2. Low Level Execution 
Defining form of patnership between embroiled organizations only explained outer 

framework of business process model. Thus we need to look up inside each organizations and 
model executed activities of real business process, this step called Low Level Execution. The 
model is incorrectly discovered while it contains the noise relation. Therefore, control-flow 
pattern of business process is employed to confirm the discovered relation in business process. 

We acknowledge Aalst control-flow patterns [10] as theoretical guidance. We define 8 out of 
20 available patterns [11] are able to help in deciding parallel model which is limited for 
organizational collaboration. Those the 8 patterns are expressed in formal and graphical way. 
Basic Patterns 

This group of patterns contains elementary aspects of workflow process. Those patterns are 
listed below: 

1) Sequence 
The pattern as seen in Figure 4, defines simplest form of activity execution in control-

flow. Sequence describes an activity in workflow is enabled after the completion of its input 
activity in the same process.  

 
 

10 2a b

 
 

Figure 4. Sequence pattern 
 
 

2) Parallel Split 
The pattern as seen in Figure 5, defines splitting point in a workflow where a single 

thread of process divised into two or more branches of process control which can be executed 
silmultaneously in any order. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Parallel split pattern 
 
 

3) Synchronization 
The pattern as seen in Figure 6, defines a point in a workflow where multiple process 

converge into one single process, thus synchronization of multiple thread of process is 
happened. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Synchronization pattern 
 
 

4) Exclusive Choice 
The pattern as seen in Figure 7, defines a point in a workflow where based on decision 

control only one out of some n multiple branches is executed. 
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Figure 7. Exclusive choice pattern 
 
 

5) Simple Merge 
The pattern as seen in Figure 8, describes a workflow when two or more branches 

converge into a single process thread without synchronization. The assumption of this pattern is 
none of multiple branches is ever executed simultaneously. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Simple merge pattern 
 

a) Advance Conditional Branching Patterns 
This group of patterns is slightly more complex than branching patterns in basic pattern, 

yet the patterns list in this group are usually often used in real life processes. Those patterns are 
listed below: 

1) Multi Choice 
The pattern as seen in Figure 9, is an improvement of Exclusive choice pattern. In Multi 

choice pattern branches are able to be executed in parallel or sequentially depending on the 
decision of execution time. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Multi choice pattern 
 
 

2) Synchronizing Merge 
The pattern as seen in Figure 10, combines between Synchronization and Simple 

Merge pattern, where the decision of sychronization or merge process depends on execution. 
 

 
Figure 10. Synchronizing merge pattern 

 
 

b) Structural Pattern 
The pattern as seen in Figure 11, describes different restriction in workflow models such 

as cycles pattern. In this section, we present a pattern which  represent typical workflow 
management systems structural restrictions. 

1) Arbitrary cycles 
Arbitrary cycles defines a point in a workflow where one or more activities can be 

executed repeatedly. 
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Figure 11. Arbitrary cycles pattern 
 
 

The rule used to define the model is similar with Context Sensitive Grammar [12]. 
Pseudocode Rule Defining Low Level Execution is explained in Figure 12. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Rule of Low Level Execution 
 
 

3. Results and Analysis 
This research uses double time-stamped event log containing more than one 

organization executing activities in event log. The information attributes contained in event log 
are the number of case id, the activity in process, time-stamp of activity execution, and the 
organization executing the activity. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. YAWL model of standard business process 
 
 
Business process on Figure 13 executed as in event log is a process to buy goods for 

production from supplier by a company. There are two kind of supplier. The first supplier is in 
bonded zone of Customs and Excise and the second is out of it.  The company sends purchase 

0 1 2 3a b c

a
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order number to supplier to order good for production (activity A). Then, the first supplier 
produces (activity B), packages (activity C), and sends the good order to company (activity I); 
whereas the second supplier sends permitting document to Customs and Excise for requesting 
transaction approvement between supplier and company (activity D). Then, Customs and 
Excise determines tax and approve the transaction (activity E). Furthermore, the second 
supplier pays the tax (activity F), produces (activity G), packages (activity H), and sends good 
order (activity I). Finally, company receives the good (activity J). 

The event log which is us in this experiment is presented in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Single time stamped event log of business process 

   
 
 

We provide an example of Process Discovery using Timed-based Process Mining and 
Control-Flow Patterns as written below. 

 
3.1. Step 1: Discovering Process Model 

The first step is classify the sequence and parallel relation activities from every trace in 
eventlog. After classifying relation activities from every trace, merge it into a sequence relation 
activities and a parallel relation activities. The merging relations are described in Figure 14. 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Merging relations 
 
 

After merging the relation activities, then classify parallel relations to be AND or 
conditional OR. The classifies are described in Figure 15. 

 

 
 

Figure 15. AND or Conditional OR relations 

⊕ ⊕ , ⊕
• = { F • G} 
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The third step is form a graph based on the relation activities in Figure 14 and Figure 
15. The graph can be modeled as Figure 16. 

 

 
Figure 16. Final graph 

 
 

3.2. Step 2: Discovering Standard Process Model using Control-flow Patterns 
There are 3 organizations participated in whole business process : α, β , and γ Activity 

A, I, J is done by organization α, activity B and C is done by organization β, and activity D, E, F, 
G, H is done by organization γ. α is the main organization responsible for whole business 
process. α shares its responsibilities with β and γ to do the same goal : supply goods which is 
requested in activity A. The form of partnership between organization α and β, γ is defined as 
substitutive partnership. Thus we can obtain Top Level Abstraction model as Figure 17. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 17. Top Level Abstraction model with OR gate 
 
 

Activity A (purchasing order) is a starting activity in business process and followed by 
activity B (first supplier) and activity D (second supplier). Activity B and activity D share the 
same inputs and outputs, and company can optionally choose between executing activity B or D 
or both (since activity B and activity D are same, to choose supplier type). Thus activity B and D 
use Multi Choice pattern (see Figure 18). Activity B followed by activity C resulting activity B and 
C use Sequence pattern (see Figure 19). Activity D is followed by activity E, those two activities 
define as Sequence pattern. Next activities are activity F (paying taxes) and G(produce goods). 
Activity F and activity G must be done to complete the order, and both activities could be 
executed simultaneously, resulting activity F and G as Parallel pattern (see Figure 20). Activity I 
(send goods) and activity J (receive goods) are executed sequentially. We can define the Low 
Level Execution model for each organization as below. 

 
 

  
Figure 18. Low Level Execution model of α with OR gate 

 

 
Figure 19. Low Level Execution model of β without any parallel gate 
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Figure 20. Low Level Execution model of γ with AND gate 

 
 

The formalization of this business process model in Figure 13 will be presented as 
follow. Formalization for standard procedure of process is needed as right guidance in process 
execution. We represented its standard formalization as below: 

W = {S, A, N, ∑, α, E} where: 
S is a Start activity in workflow process 
A is a finite set of Activities 
N  A is a finite set of Nodes 
∑ is finite set of task inputs/outputs 
α is the Node transition function 
E is an End activity in workflow process 
S = {A} 
E = {J} 
A = {A, B, C, D, E, F,G, H, I, J} 
N = {nA, nB, nC, nD, nE, nF, nG, nH, nI, nJ} 
∑ = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k} 
α = { 

Sequence 
[nB, c, nC], [nD, d, nE], [nI, i, nJ],  

Parallel split & synchronization 
[nE, e, nFnG], [nFnG, f, nH] 

Multi Choice 
[nA, a, nB], [nA, b, nD], [nA, j, nBnD] 
Synchronizing Merge 
[nC, g, nI], [nH, h, nI], [nCnH, k, nI] 

} 
 
 

 
Figure 21. Formalized graph of dependency graph 

 
 

In step 1 we obtained relation between activity as shown in Figure 21, thus we derived a 
standard formalization and compare this formalization and formalization of standard procedure 
to verify whereas there’s noise in obtained model or not. Later in this step noise is deleted from 
obtained model. 

W = {S, A, N, ∑, α, E} where: 
S = {A} 
E = {J} 
A = {A, B, C, D, E, F,G, H, I, J} 
N = {nA, nB, nC, nD, nE, nF, nG, nH, nI, nJ} 
∑ = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, x} 
α = { 

Sequence 
[nB, c, nC], [nD, d, nE], [nI, i, nJ], [nc, x, nd],   
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Parallel split & synchronization 
[nE, e, nFnG], [nFnG, f, nH] 

Multi Choice 
[nA, a, nB], [nA, b, nD], [nA, j, nBnD] 
Synchronizing Merge 
[nC, g, nI], [nH, h, nI], [nCnH, k, nI] 

} 
 
Relation of [nC, x, nD] is not available in relation set of standard procedure, thus this 

relation is labeled as noise and deleted from obtained model as seen in Figure 22.  
 

 
Figure 22. Discovered model with parallel gate 

 
 

The formalization of business process obtained in Figure 22 is written as below, 
W = {S, A, N, ∑, α, E} where: 
S = {A} 
E = {J} 
A = {A, B, C, D, E, F,G, H, I, J} 
N = {nA, nB, nC, nD, nE, nF, nG, nH, nI, nJ} 
∑ = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, x} 
α = { 

Sequence 
[nB, c, nC], [nD, d, nE], [nI, i, nJ]  

Parallel split & synchronization 
[nE, e, nFnG], [nFnG, f, nH] 

Multi Choice 
[nA, a, nB], [nA, b, nD], [nA, j, nBnD] 
Synchronizing Merge 
[nC, g, nI], [nH, h, nI], [nCnH, k, nI] 

} 
 

We compare the formalization in this step with formalization of standard procedure in 
step 2 and obtaining the same result. If there’s a difference between formalization of standard 
procedure and obtained model, then the formalization of standard procedure model is the 
precise one. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed methods to determine process model by timed-based 
process mining and control-flow patterns. First, we discover sequence relation activities and 
parallel relation (AND or OR conditional) activities by timed-based process mining. After we 
discover relations, we model the relations to graph. Second, we re-model the graph to control-
flow pattern. Third,  we compare formalization of control-flow patterns in discovered graph and 
formalization of control-flow patterns in the business process model to confirm the right activity 
relations in graph. Confirmation is used to clear up the noise relation which has same frequency 
with non-noise relation. Finally, we obtain parallel relation of discovered process model is same 
as the parallel relation of business process model.  
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